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Abstract—A high-pressure xenon gas (HPXe) TPC offers
attractive possibilities in the search for neutrino-less doublebeta decay in 136 Xe. In the gas phase, near-intrinsic energy
resolution is available from the ionization signal only, in contrast
to the liquid phase which displays anomalously large fluctuations
in the partition of energy between scintillation and ionization.
In addition, events in the gas phase extend over several cm,
permitting topological tests to discriminate efficiently against
gamma-ray backgrounds. Our TPC exploits the nearly noiseless
gain mechanism of electroluminescence to detect the signal. We
report on progress with a small HPXe TPC that probes pressures
up to 17 bars, also permitting variation of drift fields over an
interesting range. The TPC provides excellent performance at
the 662 keV gamma ray of 137 Cs. This TPC was developed as
part of the prototyping stage of the experiment NEXT (Neutrino
Experiment with a Xenon TPC), to take place at Canfranc
underground laboratory.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ENON provides both a candidate nucleus, 136 Xe, and a
detector medium in the search for neutrinoless double
beta decay (0νββ),

X

136

Xe →136 Ba + 2e− ;

(1)

the existence of this process would violate the conservation
of total lepton number, a characteristic of the standard model
that has held thus far in all physical processes, and would
identify the neutrino as its own anti-particle [1]. Its detection
requires good energy resolution to eliminate background from
other processes that yield similar energy depositions, including
amongst others the two-neutrino double beta decay mode,
recently observed in 136 Xe [2].
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Fig. 1. Cross section of the TPC. Wire meshes separate the 19-PMT array
from several regions, beginning at the mesh in front of the PMT array, from
left to right; a 5 cm buffer region, an 8 cm drift region, a 3 mm EL gap, and
another 5 cm buffer region. (Drawing by Robin LaFever.)

Gaseous xenon possesses good intrinsic energy resolution
which can be realized with a low-noise gain process as we
demonstrate here. We argue that a large-mass xenon time
projection chamber (TPC) enriched with 136 Xe and electroluminescent (EL) readout would provide the means for a strong
neutrinoless double-beta decay search. Such a detector is the
goal of the experiment NEXT [3].
II. A N HPX E TPC
Electroluminescent readout was employed in a TPC containing a hexagonal readout plane of 19 1-inch, Hamamatsu
PMTs operable at pressures up to 17 bars. A cross section of
the detector is shown in figure 1. The detector was contained
in a 10L stainless steel chamber, and the active volume was
divided into several regions, separated by wire meshes to
which voltages could be applied to control the electric field
strengths in each region. The field cage enclosing these regions
consisted of PTFE panels with copper stripes with step-down
resistors on one side. The bare PTFE side faced the active
volume, providing reflective walls. A thick sheet of teflon
covered the end of the active region opposing the PMTs. This
configuration produced a largely uniform pattern of light at
the PMT plane for photons produced anywhere in the active
volume.
Prior to operation, the chamber was vacuum pumped to
10−5 torr, flushed with Ar gas, and then filled with research

quality xenon. During operation, the xenon was recirculated
and passed through a hot getter that absorbed key impurities,
such as O2 and H2 O, at 450o C. Before performing maintenance, the xenon was condensed into a stainless steel vessel
located next to the main chamber.
The general detector operation proceeds as follows. Incident
particles interact in the 8 cm drift region and deposit their
energy into the xenon medium, creating electron-ion pairs and
exciting individual xenon atoms. Each excited atom interacts
with a neutral xenon atom to produce an excimer, which
decays to emit an ultraviolet photon, producing a signal (S1)
indicating the beginning of an event [4]. The ionized electrons
are transported by a moderate (∼ 100’s of V/cm) electric field
to the 3 mm EL gap, where they are accelerated in a stronger
electric field, E/P > 1 kV/(cm·bar), such that they do not
ionize but excite xenon atoms, producing a number of excimers
proportional to the gap size. The light detected in this process
of electroluminescence [4] constitutes the signal (S2) used to
measure the energy deposited by the particle.
The PMT signals were passed through a Philips 777 NIM
amplifier, filtered through a 50 MHz bandwidth RC filter,
sampled at 100MHz using 3, 8-channel Struck SIS3302 16-bit
ADCs, and read out via USB. The data analysis was performed
using a combination of the ROOT [5] and FMWK [6] analysis
packages.1 In general, the acquisition of a waveform was
triggered on the S2 signal, and waveforms of 16384 samples
were read out, one waveform per PMT, for a total of 19
waveforms per event. These waveforms were then summed,
and the baseline and RMS noise values of the summed signal
were determined. The baseline value was subtracted, and peaks
were identified and integrated. All peaks were classified as a
potential S1 or S2 peak according to their area and width in
time, and the peaks were then examined in order of decreasing
area, all identified as part of the S2 signal until an S1 peak
was found. The x-y position of each event was determined
by weighting the integrated signal observed in each PMT by
the location of that PMT, and the drift time, effectively the zposition, was determined as the difference between the initial
time of the event, marked by the beginning of the S1 signal,
and the charge-weighted average time of the S2 signal.
By calibrating the peak in the integrated S2 signal to the
662 keV value of the 137 Cs γ ray, the energy resolution could
be studied, and the energy could be compared with drift time
and position information as described in the following section.
III. R ESULTS
We present results based on studies using a 137 Cs source,
collimated to produce a beam of 662 keV γ rays directed
axially into the chamber operating at a pressure of approximately 16 bar.2 The expected PMT signal for an event consists
1 Much of the code used in the analysis was developed and/or maintained
by our colleagues at the Instituto de Fı́sica Corpuscular.
2 Note that in the results presented in figures 2 to 5, one of the 19 PMTs
was read out twice in place of another PMT in the array. In figures 3 to 5,
the duplicate signal was removed and a correction in x-y position was applied
using PMTs adjacent to the resulting void location in the array. Neither the
duplicated PMT nor the described correction significantly affects the results
or their interpretation.

Approx. Photoelectrons per µs
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Fig. 2. An example waveform. The primary scintillation (S1), enlarged left,
marks the beginning of the event. The electrons then drift ∼ 4 cm to the
EL plane and produce an electroluminescent (S2) signal. The topology of
the S2 signal reflects the structure of the track. The smaller isolated pulse,
enlarged right, indicates the production of a xenon k-shell x-ray (∼ 30 keV)
that interacted away from the main track.

Fig. 3. S2 signal vs. electron drift time. The drift time was determined as the
difference in time between the start
R of S1 and the mean time
R of S2, weighted
1
by the integrated charge q(t), Q
tq(t)dt where Q = q(t)dt. The slight
negative slope in S2 is due to attachment to impurities. The corresponding
electron attachment lifetime was found to be 5.8 ± 0.1 ms.

of a short pulse corresponding to S1, followed by a void
lasting 10’s of microseconds in which the ionized electrons
drift to the EL plane, and ending with a long, irregular S2
pulse. A representative waveform is shown in figure 2. The
features of the S2 signals are dictated by the orientation and
topology of the ionization tracks. Despite the many features
and varieties of observed waveforms, good energy resolution
was still obtainable with the understanding of several key
features of the detection process.
Figure 3 shows the integrated S2 signal plotted against
drift time. Note that the maximum drift time implied by
this figure is approximately 80 µs, yielding a drift velocity
of ∼1 mm/µs for an 8 cm drift length. This is consistent
with known values of drift velocity in gaseous xenon in
the approximate range of interest of E/N = 0.1 V·cm2 to
E/N = 0.5 V·cm2 [4]. The slight downward slope is due to

Counts (keV -1)
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Fig. 4. S2 signal vs. average radial distance from the central interaction
point. In each event, the average x-y position was calculated by weighting the
signal in each PMT by its location and averaging over the entire track. The
observed energy declines with increasing radial distance from the center. To
eliminate this effect, one option is to cut at a distance in which the trend has
not strongly taken effect (for example, at the value r∗ shown). Due to relative
uniformity of the light at the PMT plane, the resulting size of the hexagonal
PMT array in the analysis does not correspond to its physical size. Therefore,
the x-axis has been calibrated by examining the dimensions of an x-y scatter
plot (inset) of many events, not necessarily in the full-energy peak.

electron attachment to impurities, which can be corrected by
application of a multiplicative exponential factor et/τ , where
τ is the attachment lifetime. After hours of circulation through
the hot getter, the attachment lifetime attainable was > 5 ms.
The present configuration is not ideal for tracking because
the 19 PMTs are located on the end of the chamber opposing
the EL plane. However, enough light was observed that some
level of position reconstruction and tracking was realizable,
based on the light pattern on the PMT array. A decrease in
observed S2 signal with increasing average distance from the
central point of events was observed and is shown for events
in the full-energy 662 keV peak in figure 4. The S2 signal
values could be corrected with a fit to this trend or tight radial
cuts could be imposed to select only an area over which the
S2 variation was small. However, the length of a single 662
keV track was found to be several cm, and better tracking
would allow for a more precise correction and therefore better
energy resolution.
The complete integrated charge spectrum is shown in figure
5 for 137 Cs, after the application of the drift correction
described above and several cuts on S1 and average x-y
positions. The spectrum was calibrated to the 662 keV peak.
The structure of the spectrum at intermediate energies is due
to Compton scattering, and at lower energies due to xenon
x-rays, such as the k-shell x-ray at ∼ 30 keV.
Figure 6 shows the resolution achievable in the TPC using a
drift correction and tight radial cuts. It has been demonstrated
previously [7] that the intrinsic energy resolution in high
pressure xenon gas, upon detection of ionization only, is
consistent with a Fano factor of F = 0.14 until a xenon
density of approximately ρ = 0.55 g/cm3 is reached, beyond
which point the resolution degrades with increasing density to
a value approaching that of liquid xenon. Liquid xenon has
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Fig. 5. A full 137 Cs spectrum. The integrated S2 signal was calibrated to the
662 keV gamma ray and corrected for attachment during electron drift with
an attachment lifetime of τ = 7 ms. Additional cuts were applied, choosing
events with appropriate values of S1 and selecting events centralized in x-y.

Fig. 6. Enlarged 662 keV peak with gaussian fit, demonstrating approximately 1% FWHM energy resolution in 16.3 bar high-pressure xenon gas
with an electroluminescent TPC. This data was taken with E/P = 2.96
kV/cm·atm, yielding approximately 10 detected EL photons per ionized
electron, and a drift field of 0.7 kV/cm. A correction was applied for a
τ = 7.72 ms attachment lifetime, the number of independent S2 pulses was
limited to 1 or 2, events with appropriate S1 values were chosen, and a cut
was made requiring average track position to lie in a small central region
about the TPC axis.

been shown to exhibit large fluctuations in energy deposited
between ionization and scintillation (see for example [8]). We
have chosen to operate at densities below the onset of such
effects, and therefore the energy resolution should exhibit the
effects of the Fano factor in addition to effects due to the
statistics of the collection process, which add in quadrature
[9] to give
∆E
(FWHM) = 2.35
E

r
F +G

w
.
E

(2)

From [9] and references therein we have G = JCP /η +(1+
2
2
σpmt
)/npe , where σpmt
is the variance in the total integrated
PMT signal observed due to the width the single-photoelectron
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signal peak, npe is the number of photons detected per ionized
electron, and JCP is the Conde/Policarpo factor that may be
 1 for electroluminescence and will be approximated as 1
in this calculation, and η is the electroluminescent light yield,
that is the number of photons produced (and not necessarily
detected) per ionized electron. For a uniform electric field E
(kV/cm) in a gap of width ∆x (cm) at a pressure of p (bars),
the light yield follows the empirical relation [9], [10]
η = 140(E/p − 0.83)p∆x UV photons/electron.

(3)

In the study described in figure 6, we obtained light yield of
η ≈ 1431 photons/electron, npe ≈ 10 photons/electron, and
2
we estimate σpmt
≈ 2, thus leading to ∆E/E (%FWHM)
≈ 0.9%.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that near-1% energy resolution is
obtainable using electroluminescent readout in a high-pressure
xenon TPC. This result provides strong proof-of-concept for
the NEXT experiment, which will operate in Canfranc underground laboratory (Laboratorio Subterráneo de Canfranc) with
100 kg of xenon, enriched to 90% 136 Xe. In addition to the
electroluminescent readout demonstrated here, NEXT intends
to use an array of silicon photomultipliers for particle tracking.
With this array present, NEXT should have sufficient ability
to identify and correct for spatial effects in energy deposition
we have discussed.
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